
 

SLE of the Week: A Christ the King student is a Spiritual Person 

Ways students can live out this week’s SLE: 
* demonstrate a love of God and others 
* know and practice God’s teachings 
* share gifts and talents generously 

January 8, 2017 
 
Dear Fourth Grade Families, 

On Friday, many fourth grade students participated in our class spelling bee. I admire the interest and 
courage students possessed. I would like to congratulate Elizabeth, Kyra, and Sam as they are this year’s fourth 
grade representatives in our school-wide spelling bee! Thank you to all who considered participating, did 
participate, or respectfully watched on Friday. 

During the month of January in Religion, fourth graders will work through our conflict resolution 
curriculum entitled Second Step. This program contains 22 lessons which are divided into three units: Empathy 
Training, Impulse Control and Problem Solving, and Anger Management. Each of these lessons will help fourth 
graders improve their personal interactions with peers and adults. I will keep you updated on the lessons we 
cover each week, so you can help reinforce these skills with your child at home.  

Students did very well with our topics on multiplication in November and December. The final concept 
was two-digit by two-digit multiplying. An example of this type of problem is 53 x 48. As we worked through 
the algorithm, the process in which to solve these types of problems, I see that about half the class is very 
comfortable solving this type of problem. The other half is at varying levels of understanding this type of 
problem. I will continue to provide opportunities for students to practice this type of problem at school, 
however, some students will need additional practice and assistance at home. Creating one or two problems 
each day for your child to complete will significantly help solidify this concept for all students. We are now 
moving into division. Any type of division math fact practice at home will benefit your child: using XtraMath, 
flashcards, or even oral quizzing in the car or at the dinner table. It is not a matter of how long students practice, 
but rather how often. Five minutes each day or every other day is ideal! 

As we continue our study of Oregon, students are learning about the different Native American groups 
that settled in our state. Next week, students will be creating an environment that goes along with the Native 
American group they have been learning about. Each student will need a cardboard box or lid, no larger than 
20x20, with sides at least three inches tall. You might begin trying to locate something this week, so your child 
is ready for building and creating next week. 

Have a great week! 
Michelle Doran  

Curriculum Overview: 
Religion: Second Step Unit 1: Empathy Training 

Math: Dividing with a remainder, problem solving using multiplication and division, Topic 9 test Friday 

English Language Arts: Novel study Because of Winn-Dixie: inferencing, Christmas break writing, and 
run-on sentences  

Spelling: words with silent letters: /kn/, /wr/, /b/, and /h/ 

Social Studies: Native American groups in Oregon  

Science: Inventor poster and solid/liquid/gas 

 


